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AFSCME denied
request to speak
at BOT meeting
Clerical/technical
union members
to picket in protest
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
A requesl by Eastern 's clerical and
technical unions Lo be placed on today's
Board of Trustees meeting agenda was
denied after the request was received a
day late, said Jill Nilsen, special assistant
to the president.
In response to the denial, members of
Eastem's American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees
clerical/technical union 981 will picket

from noon to I p.m. today outside the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Nilsen said R ick Prince, staff
representative for AFSCME Council 31,
was not placed on the agenda because his
letter requesling co speak Lo BOT
members was received after the deadline.
"A request must be sent in writing co
the chair at least 10 days prior to Lhe
meeting," Nilsen said. "H is request was
not received in that time frame."
Prince said he believed his requesLwas
turned in on time, but "they had already
made other decisions."
''Even if it had been turned in on time,
lhey still would not have allowed us to
speak," Prince said.
Prince's letter requesting to be placed
on the agenda was dated Jan. 16, but was
See DENIED page 2

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Artistic movement

Tatiana Sanchez. a Chicago r.kmcer; expresses her artistic inspirations through dance, while Bill
Close, a Chicago artisl, plays music on his sonic sculpture Sunday afternoon in Tarble Arts
Center. Close and his sonic sculpture, which was made of wood, aluminum and brass, attracted
an audience ofabout 120 people.

Eastern·graduate recalls past White House internship
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Editor in chief
Eastern graduate Chris Boys ter, who
interned at the White House the same time as
Monica S. Lewinsky, said there were
opportunities for interns to see the president.
Boyster. who majored in political science
and journalism, interned in the Oval
Executive Office Building from August to
December 1995 under Joseph Stiglitz, chalr
of the Council of Economic Advisers to the
President. He said Lewinsky, who worked in
the West Wing, received the internship
through a different program so he did not

'

'

Some interns did have positions where you'd be closer to the president. If
you work in the West Wing, there's no way around it~
- Chris Boyster,
Eastern graduate and White House intern

meet her during bis internship.
But, he said interns at the White House
had opportunities to see a nd meet the
president and vice president
During bis internship Boyster met
President Bill Clinto n o n two o r three
occasions.
"There are opportunities if you' re an

intern to see the president," Boyster said.
"Some interns did have positions where
you'd be closer to the president. If you work
io the West Wing, there's no way around it."
Boyster said bis meetings with the
president were all highly monitored, such as
the time he was put in line to say good-bye to
the president and Hillary Clinton before their

vacation to Hawaii. He also met Vice
President Al Gore and accompanied Tipper
Gore on an AIDS benefit walk.
Lewinsky last week said, in taped
conversations, that she had an affair with the
president and he later asked her to lie about
it. Lewinsky interned in the West Wmg while
Boyster was also at the White House.
Clinton is finnly denying the allegations.
Boyster said he is not certain whether to
believe the allegations, but said he thinks the
truth will eventually come out.
"I think the facts will come out," he said.
'The real issue is did be tell her to lie about it.
See INTERN page 2

AIDS Memorial Quilt to arrive
on campus, symbolize lost lives
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Lots o' laughs
Iim Young, a comedian, makes more than 100 students laugh Friday night in
the Rathskeller Restaurant. Young performed skits on topics ranging from urban
to suburban, racy to innocent and physical to cerebral

Symbolizing the lives that have been taken by
AIDS, 304 panels of the AIDS Memorial Quilt
will arrive on Eastem 's campus Tuesday for a
five-day display.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt serves as a tribute
to the lives lost and as a reminder to all of the
impact of the dise ase. Each quilt square
represents a person who died from AIDS.
Because of its immense size, only a portion of
the quilt will come to Eastern to be displayed in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The entire quill totals over
77/.X:IJ 3-by-6 foot panels and reaches the length
of 16 football fields, representing only 21 percent
of the total people who have died from AIDS.
Throughout the United States, over 9 million
people have visited the quilt, raising a total of
$1,780,000 for the Direct Services for People

with AIDS.
Eastern and Charleston community members
will each react differently to this highly emotional
display because every quilt panel represents an
indiv idual life, said C asey Cus ter, AIDS
Memorial Quilt committee media relations chair.
"I can't see anyone coming in and not being
changed," Custer said. "It's going to be extremely
emotional."
The committee is excited as weU because they
have worked very long and hard for the display of
the AIDS quilt, Custer added.
"It's the fruit of our work,'' Custer said.
People that haven' t had experience with AIDS
in their life will find the display to be' an
"educational tool to open their eyes," Custer said.
Emotional support counselors and trained first
aid and CPR staff will be at the quilt for the
public's use, Custer said. Since this is such an
emotional topic, vieV{ers in the past have needed
See QUILT page 2
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en some
&then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.

+ APPOINTMENTS
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority has named its new chair
officers for the following year.
The appointments included:
KATIE J OYCE, paliamentarian; TAMMANY OLSON,
Panhellenic
delegate;
RACHAEL SMITH, assistant
Panhellenic
delegate;
STEPHANIE FREER, publications chair; MICHELLE
HUFFMAN,
historian;
ALANA PETRILLI. housing
chair; HEATHER MONGE.
philanthropic
chair:
MEGHAN DYER, ritual
chiar; SARAH KIEMAN.
scholarship chair; JEAN
MCKEOWN. social chair and
REBECCA
FRAGASSI.
standards chair.
Rush assistant included
DANIELLE LONGEWAY,
KELLY
SHAUNA CY.
SARAH
BLAIR
and
CORINNE TANDA. Assistant
standards included KAREN
REYFF.
MICHELE
GILLETTE,
SHERYL
SWAEKOWSKI and LEANN
HAMBELTON.

New faces
The Lesbian Gay Bisexual
llnli A.Hies Unio'n named
ALLISO N TOTH, director of
allies in December. As director of allies, Toth's job is to
get heterosexual s involved
with homosexual issues. Toth
said she wanted to get more
allies involved on campus.

+ AWARDS
Over the weekend, members
of the EIU Forensics Team
placed in a tournament at the
Colege of Dupage.
MATHEW BREISACHER
took second place for

impromptu speaking. KEITH
KARLSON placed fourth in
extemporaneous speaking.
SHERI STO NE R earned a
fourth place trophy fo r an
informative speech. J OHN
GRISSO M took sixth with his
programmed oral interpretation.
KIM HUNTER reached the
final round wilb her persuasive
speech, which presented arguments against corporate hog
farming.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Eastern Chapter of
Order of the Omega will be
sponsering two scholarships
each for $50. One scholarship
is available to any new sorority or fraternity member. The
second scholarship is for
members of the Order of
Omega. Applications for both
scholarships will be available
in the Student Life Office in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The deadline for applications is 4 p.m.
on Feb. 23 in the Student Life
Office. Questions can be
directed to ANDREA SMAIL
at 581-8182 and RYAN
WILLERTON at 581-3697.

WANTED
Tryouts for MC and entertainment for the Ms. Black
EIU pageant are to be held this
week.
MC tryouts will be held on
Tuesday form 7 to 9 p.m. in
the Greenup Room of the
Union. Tryouts for entertainment will be held from 8:30 to
10:30 p.m. on Wednesday. A
second day of tryouts will be
held in the Greenup Room
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Greenup Roo m.

- Matt Adrian is the managing editor and a
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

It Pays to A dve r t ise in the Daily
E astern N ews!
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not received by BOT members
until Jan. 20.
In the letter from Nilsen to
Prince, denying his request.
Nilsen stated. "All parties are concerned about the lack of progress
in finalizing a fiscal year 1998
wage agreement for these employees. We reiterate the university's
continued desire to meet with this
unit's bargaining team and urge
your team to return to the bargaining table for this purpose."
Prince said union members will
make an attempt to get their point

across by holding their fourth
informational picket to demand
wage parity since June.
"We are going to keep trying to
get the university's and Jorns'
attention," Prince said. "They are
going to have to listen to us sometime."
Jean Liggett, office systems
specialist, said she is ready to
picket again.
"Rick wasn't too happy (about
being left off the agenda), so
we' re going to do this again,"
Ligget said.

"He not only betrayed my confidence, (but) if this
is true he broke my heart because rve supported him
for so long," Boyster said.
He said if Lewinsk-y is granted immunity. which
her lawyers are working on for her, "there's no
telling what they will say."
Boyster said the president cannot talk to the media
about the allegations because it is such a complex situation. He cited other problems Clinton is dealing

QUILT

frompageone

medical assistance and support.
These services will be available to
those in need.
The quilt will be displayed
starting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
beginning with the opening ceremony in the Grand Ballroom. The
display will remain open until 10
p.m. Tuesday and will be open to
the public from lO a.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday through Friday.
Admission is free, but donations
will be accepted at the door.
Some panels will be hanging
from the ceiling. and some will be
spread across the floor, Custer
said.
"I originally wanted to plaster
the panels all over the Union,"
Custer said.
Unfortunately, security is needed around the quilt at all times, so
that idea was not possible, she
added.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt
committee bas been preparing for
the arrival of the quilt since last
February, Custer said.
"The quilt has been a long time
coming," Custer said.
Bringing the quilt to campus
costs $12,000. The money is
given to the NAMES P roject
AIDS Memorial Quilt, Custer
said. Any extra money raised will
be donated co the Coles County
AIDS Foundation, she added.
Custer said lWO weeks ago the
AIDS Memorial Quilt com rnittee
hadn't received all the necessary

The Dai-y Eastern News

Prince said he expects between
60 to 80 union members to participate in the picket.
The picket is the result of continuing failed contract negotiations between AFSCME and
Eastern administration.
AFSCME clerical/technical
union 981 represents about 200
Eastern employees, in positions
such as secretaries. transcribers
and typists.
Clerical and technical workers
have been struggling for a wage
increase since June.

with, including Whitewater. accusations regarding an
affair with Paula Jones and questions regarding fundraising in the White House.
"He's backed into~ comer and if he speaks there's
a federal investigation," he said. "'The presidency is
at stake."
Boyster said he has not been subpoenaed. He is
currently working for the Illinois Pork Producers in
Springfield. , ,

·---~~~
recognized at the closing ceremony with a short briefing of who
each person each panel was donated for. she added.
K-Love & Blue, a local vocal
'
'
group, will also be featured at the
-Casey Custer,
folding of the quilt, Custer said.
Memorial Quilt committee
The closing ceremony will take
place at 4:30 p.m. Saturday in the
media relations chair
Grand Ballroom.
The committee expects a large
funds yet. although they were very turnout, Custer said. Even several
groups from Champaign will likeclose.
Several fund-raisers '!-Vere per- ly be attending the viewing. she
formed to raise the allotted added.
"Word has been spread, and we
money.
1n August, the AIDS Memorial should have a good turnout,"
Quilt committee held an AIDS Custer said.
At the opening ceremony on
walk and gave all participants a Tshirt in order to publicize the com- Tuesday, the quilt will be unfolding of the quilt. Each AIDS walk ed by teams made up of students
from different groups on campus.
participant was charged $10.
Riley Creek had a haunted Custer said.
A poem will also be read, and
hayride fund-raiser as well and
donated a portion of their rev- there will be various speakers. she
added. The ceremony will take
enues.
There have also been a variety about 30 minutes.
"It will be beautiful to watch,"
of different speakers.
Miss America will come and Custer said.
Many people have been involved
speak at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
University Ballroom as a fund- in bringing the quilt lO Eastern.
raiser for the quilt. Admission is T~ere h~s- been tremeh<i~s ~p·
$2 for students and $4 for the genJ · pott fitb'm dfu'pus groups and
community members. Custer
eral public.
A few panels will be added lo added.
"The committee would like to
the quilt at Eastern. The donors
will remain anonymous and pan- say how much we really do appreels will be accepted all week long. ciate all the suppon,'' Custer said.
"It's been a collaborative effon
Custer said.
Additions to the quilt will be to bring the quilt to Eastern."

It's been a collaborative effort to bring the
quilt to Eastern."
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Local weather forecaster's outlook 'sunny and clear'
By JOSHUA NIZIOLKJEWICZ
Staff writer
Through rain, snow, sleet or
hail, Dalias Price is always available for advice. Price is not a
postal worker, but Charleston's
official weather forecaster.
Price said a geology course he
was enrolled in while he was a
student at the University of
Illinois first peaked his interest in
weather.
·1 started studying weather as
a research assistant co my meteorology professor," Price said.
"After that, weather has been my
life."
Price. 84, has an extensive history in the weather department,
which includes teaching, forecasting, providing knowledge for
weather books and researching
weather in his spare time.
Instruments Price owns aid
him in the process of gathering
accurate, educated weather information.
When asked to give his opinion on El Nino, Price said, "1
knew about that back in 1938. I
have been observing the weather
for a long time." and despite what

DEANNA MCINTYRE/Staff Photographer
Dalias Price, Local weather forecaster, Thursday touches the dimesized snow. He has been studying weather for more than 50 years.
scientists say, Price said "there is
no sign of global warming."
"I quit (in-depth weather

researching) before the big revo1u tion in weather technology,"
Price said. '1f I would have had

the tools that (meteorologists) use
today, I would be able to do a lot
more research."
In addition to predicting
weather, Price has taught at several schools.
His career includes instructing
at the University of Illinois,
Southern Illinois University,
Southwest Missouri State,
Wisconsin State University, with
Eastern being his last stop as a
teacher.
"I couldn't teach if I wasn't
teaching weather," Price said.
"Weather is the onJy thing I ever
really had a passion for."
Even though being a professor
was not Price's first priority, he
always made time for his students.
"I took a great interest in my
students," Price said. "My door
was always open."
Recently, a student Price
taught in 1948 returned for a
visit, he said.
Price has many fond memories
of his time at Eastern. One, in
particular, is a streaking incident
on campus during a warm March
day.
"Everyone was running and

driving around on motorcycles
naked," Price said. "I told my
class the next day that if I saw
any of them streaking, they
would receive an A."
Price said that the Charleston
community has been looking to
him for weather advice for more
than a decade.
"I would get phone calls from
people in taverns wanting me to
settle a weather argument," Price
said.
"Students have picked me up
at .my home in Mattoon in snow
plows so I could come to the
campus and get an accurate reading for the amount of snowfall."
Price's compensation for all of
his help to the community is the
joy that he receives from studying the weather.
"The pay I receive is stupendous," Price laughs. "Zero."
Price's spare time is consumed
wilh weather. He does like to
travel, but only takes back roads
wherever he goes.
"I like to have an intimate
association with the environment," Price said. "Taking the
interstate is like taking an airplane."

Group strives to increase
retention, campus harmony
Maat to host frrst
discussion, prompt
student involvement
By AMY THON
Student government editor
The Minority Affairs office is hosting
its first meeting of a discussion group for
African-American students, faculty and
staff.
Maat is a bimonthly discussion group
that is open to anyone on campus. The
goal of the group, which is sponsored by
the Minority Affairs office, is to increase
the retention of African-American students, said Angela Coker, group coordinator.
The group's first meeting will be held
from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
African-American Culture Center, located
on Seventh Street. Other dates the group
will be meeting include Feb. 11, Feb. 25,
March 11, March 25, April 8 and April 22.
"The group is open to everyone who is
interested," Coker said. "It's an exciting
way for students to get involved."
Although the group is open to anyone,
Coker said it is targeted at juniors, seniors
and graduate students because they are not
''preoccupied with the newness" of being
on campus.
The group, which was fonned last year
under the name "Eastern Connection," has
changed its name to Maat. The name Maat
is a Kernetic word that means "to keep the

community in balance and harmony,"
Coker said.
The name was changed to make the
purpose and reasoning of the group clearer.
The second aspect of the Minority
Affairs Scholar Mentoring Initiative is
called Faculty/Staff-Assisted Mentoring
(FAM).
Through this program, interested students are paired with a faculty member in
their major.
Offering open discussion, the program
illso sets up one-on-one mentoring with a
student and a faculty member so that more
students can be reached because "not
everyone responds to the same kind of
mentoring," Coker said.
Students are required to meet with faculty members for a minimum of 30 minutes per week. During this time, students
serve as a research assistant to their
respective faculty members in order to
help students improve and polish their
research skills.
Projects might include researching job
opportunities in the student's major or
studying a topic of interest to the student
and faculty member.
"(FAM) is really a nice way for students
to be paired up with faculty," Coker said.
Coker said this program was started as a
way to give African-American students an
intellectual and academic identity and also
to enhance students' sense of belonging
and strengthen their connections to the
campus.
Faculty members in the program are
volunteers who were solicited by Coker.
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'Noise' makers

Nathan Jones, a Parkland Community College student, leads a band, "Noise" during
Coffee Talk Friday night in the Gregg Triad Dining Services. Jones and three high school
students performs 15 original songs to about 50 audience members.

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News was misinformed
in an article in Friday's paper.
The mail from citirens goes to the House of
Representatives and the Senate, not to the
Supreme Court.
Karla Grimes, a senior health education

studies major, is against the parental consent
Jaw because, Grimes said, it hurts more women
than it helps. Also, the voting population is
predominantly pro-life, but the non-voting population is predominantly pro-choice.
The News regrets the ecrors.
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Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
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BOT needs to forget
missed deadline and
hear union out today
1\ JI"embers of Eastern's American Federation of
l ~.lstate, County and Municipal Employees clerical/technical union 981 today will again fight for the
attention of Board of Trustees members as they
brave cold weather to picket outside the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
A request to be placed on today's BOT meeting
agenda by union members was denied after it was
received 24 hours late. A barely delinquent request
should not be denied placement on the agenda if it is
imperative to the wellbeing of Eastern. The BOT
should not let a strict deadline determine what items
are put on the agenda. Rather, the board should set
aside 15 minutes to hear the pleas of concerned
employees.
Th~ clerical/techmcal unio11. represents aoout 200
&Stem secretaries, typists and transcnbers, who
have been fighting for a wage increase since June
1997.
The clerical workers have a three-year contract
with a built-in annual wage increase due in June.
The three-year contract also includes a stipulation
that does not allow clerical workers to strike.
Today's picket will be the fourth demonstration by
clerical and technical workers since June. The union
has held 12 meetings with Eastern administrators in
attempts to negotiate a wage increase. But the letter
of response from Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the
president, to union members urged them to return to
the bargaining table to continue negotiations.
After 12 meetings and seven months of failed
negotiations, it is obvious that a higher power must
be brought in.
Because union members cannot strike, the only
way to demonstrate their disapproval with failed
negotiations is to hold infonnational pickets in hopes
of attaining the attention of just one BOT member
for just a few moments.
Since entry-level clerical and technical workers
only make $5.85 an hour, the university is fighting
over a petty 30-cents-per-person increase. If the
administration cannot agree over 30 cents, the BOT
must make it a priority to ensure Eastern employees
have the opportunity to earn wages that workers can
live off of.
As the governing body of Eastern, the BOT must
be made aware of and make every effort to listen to
union members' pleas, regardless of a missed deadline.

Ed i tori al

''today's quote
Necessity has no law.
- St. Augustine

Memorial quilt is an important reminde
Tt was Friday aftemoon \\hen I got .--------~ - - - - - - - .I.the call from my favorite uncle m
Indianapolis. He was calling to tell
me that I wa-. the beneficiary for his
life insurance policy.
"Condoms proThis seemed a little strange; after
vide for 'safer'
all he was only 30 year.; old. I was a
.I'.
little worried at this point and 1
sex; not or saJe
asked him what had possessed him
sex. "
to take out a life insurance policy.
RACHEAL CARRUTHERS
I was expecting something along Regular columnist

milled disease \\ruch is transfer
through bodily fluids like -;em
and bloocl which I hope most .~
dents on this campus know ahead
Condoms shouJd be used in e\.
sexual act, including oral sex.
should be used even when
believe the person you are with
be the only one because often ~
they are not the only sexual pare;
you will have in your lifetime.
the lines of 'I almost got into a car """""=============== Condoms provide for "safer" <l
not for safe sex.
accidenl' or something to that effect
But what people forget is that it only takes one time of h.
He took a deep breath and then told me that a former partner
of his had tested positive for HIV just a few weeks before. He ing unprotected sex to contract HIV.
AIDS education programs have been implemented in lll4
said he had been tested and was waiting on the results.
I was 16 years old at the time. I had just received my license school systems. But still, more and more people become inti
and felt that the world was at my fingertips just waiting to be ed with HIV every day.
Obviously people are not listening to what educators, Ii
conquered. Needless to say, I couldn't believe what he was
those who support the AIDS Memorial Quilt, are saying.
telling me.
If they are listening, they are not paying attention to
It's been three years since that Friday and my uncle has yet
severity of the situation.
to test ~itive for HIV.
Students on this campus are not stupid; they realize that
He is one of the lucky ones.
As we all know, other people and their families will not have is out there and it is deadly, they've been told all of this befi
However, sometimes seeing is believing.
the opportunities that I will continue to have with my uncle.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt illustrates just how much
"The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt" represents
just a fraction of the people and families whose lives have been can be caused by forgetting, just once, to put on a condom
use a dental dam (a female condom).
forever-altered by HIV and AIDS.
Since 1992 over l billion people have reported being ·
Eastern students have the opportunity. but more importantly
the responsibility, to support the unfolding of the AIDS nosed with HIV.
It has taken much preparation. money and many volun
Memorial Quilt at 7:30 p.m Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom of
to bring 304 panels of the AIDS Memorial Quilt to Eas
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Educating people about AIDS and HIV, the virus that causes campus.
In total the AIDS Memorial QW.lt has 77,<XX> panels rep
AIDS, 1s one of the main functions of the Quilt It was started
to honor the lives of those who had died, but it also has the pur- senting a mere 21 percent of the total number of AIDS dea'
pose of infonning the public that HlV can be contracted by in the United States.
Sometime during the Quilt's five-day stay each and e'
anyone.
Many people still believe that AIDS will not happen to them student on Eastem's campus should take time out of th
sometimes-way-too-hectic schedule to remember those \I
or someone they know. Well, I.hey are wrong.
Statistics show that right now AIDS is the number one killer have died. And also I.hose who are living and fighting aga.i:
of people between the ages of 18 and 25 according to AIDS AIDS.
infonnation website, www.aidsinfo.com.
That's a pretty scary statistic for students oo Eastern's cam- - Racheal Carmthers is the Verge editor and semi-mom
coltmmist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail addres:
pus; the majority of which fall into that age category.
AIDS. like gononnea and many others, is a sexually trans- curc9@pen. ei1ud11.
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Band's advertisement
served its purpose,
didn't offend everyone
To the editor:
I am writing in response to Chris
Coon's letter to the editor oo Friday. He
made us all quite aware of his negative
attitude toward Tub Ring's method of
advertisement. Apparently, some people found this flyer offensive. I don't
think lhat this ad was taken the way it
was supposed to be. This was merely
an attempt to stir up some controversy
and hopefully bring about some conversation. This has been an effective
way to promote your band for many
years. Chris, my friend, you've been
had. By writing into The Daily Eastern
News you just demonstrated how effective it is. You have just given Tub Ring
free advertisement because everyone
that read Friday's paper was talking
about Tub Ring's concert and how
absurd your letter was. If you were
offended by !>Uch and advertisement,
then you are mentally weaker than they.
Personally, I found this ad very humorous, and I encourage them to do more
of this for their own good. Obviously, it

your turn
is working if people were so disturbed
that they wrote to the editor
If one thinks that Tub Ring sounds
like "a washed out version of the Spice
Girls" then I don't think you've heard
the Spice Girls' of Tub Ring's music.
Your disillusioned comparison of the
two leads me to find no credibility in
anything you say. You don't understand
their sarcastic wit and irony.
I urge everyone not to take Chris
Coons' Jetter to the editor seriously. He
obviously can't take a joke let alone
decipher good music from bad, for Tub
Ring is some of the most innovative
music since Mr. Bungle. Their ad is
extremely clever and should be appre- ·
dated

Letters policy
The Dailv Eastern News ace
letters to the editor addressing I
state, national and internatio
issues.
They should be less than 2
words and include the author
name, telephone number a
address. Students must indic
their year in school and may.
Faculty, administration and st.I
should indicate their posilion ·
department. Letters whose auth
cannot be verified will not be prn
ed.
Depending on space constrain
we may have to edit your letter,
keep it as concise as possible.

Daniel V. Burke
Undeclared freshman

Cartoonists and guest columnists
can Katie @ S81,l81l
or stop in Room 1811
Buzzard Hall

needed!
I
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Weidner's June 1998 retirement
marks end of 34 years of service
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer
Students, faculty and administrators will bid
farewell to the current vice president for academic
affairs June 30 when Terry Weidner retires after 34
years at Eastern.
Some of Weidner's achievements include helping expand research grants for students, establishing a fund for summer research for the faculty and
helping develop a working contract between the
faculty and administration.
Weidner said he was involved in the consolidation of the previous six colleges into the current
four. The consolidation was very important
because it really helped the university's budget,
Weidner said.
Weidner also played a major role in helping
guide the colleges through their respective budget
cuts.
"This was a big learning curve for everybody,"
Weidner said. "There is nothing routine about my
job. I'm always being surprised."
The one thing he stresses is that he had fun
doing it all.
The relationsliips that We1dnet built with his
~Ju.~enff ~Aen l;\e,1wii$ teaching are very special ro
hun. He said he ls really going to miss the stu-

dents at EasLern when he
retires.
One student Weidner
said he remembers having in
class was Gov. Jim Edgar.
"During my first term
teaching here, I remember taking my class on a field trip and
Jim Edgar caught poison ivy,"
Terry Weidner Weidner said.
Weidner said he doesn't
have anything specific planned after retirement but
be does want to travel to Australia to see the
Olympic Games in 2000.
He also wants to travel around the United States
to visit some of his friends.
"I have friends from Texas to New Jersey to
California," Weidner said.
"I've been here about 34 years. and I believe
it's the right time (to retire)," Weidner said.
Weidner would like to let his predecessor know
that "this is a good place to work.
"There are a lot of opportunities. There's a
good staff and the next vice president is going LO
hit the grouild running," Weidner said.
Weidner said he will keep busy when be retires.
··1 plan on practicing my golf so I can beat
President Joms when he retires."

Faculty mixed over genetic cloning
By KRISTA LEWIN
Staff Writer
Some Eastern science department faculty members said they
are surprised by the avalanche of
attention genecic cloning bas
received recently.
"Cloning is most fearful when
ic applies to humans, although
cloning in nature is very common
and many times the most COIQilIOD
way a species reproduces," said
Gary Fritz, associate professor of
zoology.
"Human clones are not particularly unusual."
Fritz said a more common,
real istic example of human
cloning is the birth of twins and
triplets.
The process of cloning is not
new; gene reproduction has been
used with plants for years, said
associate botany professor Henry
Owen.
"I'm a bit surprised about the
amounl of atcention cloning has
received," Owen said. "We've
been plant cloning for 40 years. I
suppose the controversy is over
the individuality of human makeup. Also, there is always potential
for misuses."
Cloning between plants and
animals is very similar, Owen
said. In animal cloning, a single
cell is taken and then the whole

Having more choices,
to clone or not to
clone, means having
' more
' responsibility:•
- Gary Fritz,
Associate professor
of zoology
--•
organism is regenerated back to its
,
original state, 1
"We do this in plants daily,"
Owen said. "If you go out to any
strawberry patch in the area, the
strawberries are all clones.
Nobody cares that they're clones.
"But with humans, (questions
raised are) what candidate should
be cloned, and what are the rights
of the individuals?"
Even with the potential for misuse, Fritz says there are many
benefits with cloning.
"One benefit of cloning would
be the establishment of domesticated organisms that have identical characteristics that we value,
such as yield in crops, high milk
production and disease resistance," Fritz said.
"As far as humans are concemed, persons that cannot have
children the usual way - one person is sterile for example, could
still be the biological parent, and
would be the only biological parent," Fritz added.

Fritz believes human clones
could probably share most tissue,
such as kidneys or blood, for
example, in medical emergencies
without worrying about immunological problems.
"Perhaps we cou ld produce
clonal organs instead of whole
individuals for medical emergencies," Fritz said.
Both Fritz and Owen said they
believe there are some disadvantages in relation to cloning, such
as disease and irresponsibility by
the people doi ng the cloning
research.
"One downside of this scenario is that clones would all be
equally susceptible to environmental factors that influence morbidity and mortality, such as disease," Fritz said.
"I don't have a problem with
cloning. It has the potential to
have useful outcomes, if taken
with a level headed approach."
"It's the prospect of deliberately producing human clones that is
disturbing to many people," Fritz
said. "(The possibility of cloning)
is particularly controversial
because it affects the very nature
of who we are and what we can
be.
"Furthermore, having more
choices, to clone or not to clone,
means having more responsibili-

• fO t9Slll ~W ~WTIMTMll I llf.AXC»TES/lStGlH Cf STAY.

1-800-SVNCHASE
rm IRrOblADm • IDllVA'f!OU
1Qtl.

www.aunchase.com

CARRY-OUT 7 DAYS AWEEI<

ty."

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MLK, Jr. University Bookstore

10°/o OFF Magazines
& check out our
25°/o OFF Clothing Rack

(items change weekly)
Bookstore Hours:
Mon-Thurs 8am-8pm
Friday 8am-4:30pm
Satur day 1Oam-4pm

16" ThinGrust OneTopping Pizza is$ 9.85.
Two 16" Thin Crust One Topping Pizzas are just $16.85

Good 7Days aWeek on Carry-Out
through Feb.7,1998 at
Charleston

90918th Street
348-7515
Topping excludes extracheese. Extra Toppings available at an additional charge.
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Faculty Senate to hear updates
Great Apartments
Now Leasing for 98. .99
about athletics, legislative liaison
By JUSTIN KMfTCH
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday will
receive an update from the athletic
department and discuss the position
of Eastem's legislative liaison.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. in
the BOO Room of Booth Library.
Faculty Senate Chair Gail
Richard said the senate has invited
Athletic Director Richard McDuffie
to give an infonnative update on
the athletic department
"Dr. McDuffie has not been
before the Faculty Senate since be

was hired." Richard said. "It will be
nice for him to be introduced to the
senate so he can see what we do
and we can get a better understanding of what he does."
Richard said the senate is
expecting to have a written statement prepared by Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the president,
regarding the status of Eastem's
legislative liaison.
"Dr. Nilsen is unable to attend
Tuesday's meeting due to a previous engagement," Richard said ''If
the senate bas any questions regarding the statement. we will invite Dr.

Nilsen to the next meeting so those
questions can be addressed."
In addition. a review of the
Eastern's constitutional planning
process has been scheduled for an
unspecified date.
Richard said the review was
placed on agenda in the event that
the Board of Trustees takes any
action regarding the process.
"We don't have anything specific to discuss," Richard said. "We
are anticipating the Council of
Chairs will generate a response to
the process, and we can look further into it"

International Tea to unite students
The first International Tea of the year is scheduled for 2 p.m. Tuesday in the Wesley Foundation
(across from Lawson Hall on Fourth Street).
Held monthly throughout the semester, this event
usually includes a guest speaker. However, this
month a speaker was not available.
Students from Australia, Belgium. Brazil, China,
Korea, Nepal and Yugoslavia wilJ be attending the
tea and meeting with international students.
About 50 students and 30 staff members attend
the tea every month to contribute to making the
international students feel welcome at Eastern, said
Kendra Barua, president of the Association of
International Students.
Coffee, tea and cookies wiU be served while stu-

dents socialize and get acquainted with each other,
Barua said.
"This is probably the best chance (for international students) to get to know other international
students," Barua said.
This helps them gain friends and also contribute
to the cultural diversity of Eastern, Barua said.
"Living in this small environment (at Eastern),
the international students are not likely to meet
other students," Barua said.
The International Tea is open to all students and
is free of charge.
It is sponsored by the Presbyterian Church.
International Programs and the Association of
International Students.

Yoga classes offer stress alleviation
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Students who suffer from
stress, insomn'ia, headaches 6r
allergies can alleviate the pain
by attending yoga meditation
classes.
The class will be held from
6:30 to 8 p.m. beginning today in
the Aerobics Room of the
Student Recreation Center. S.K.
Dey, a professor of mathematics,
will teach Lhe class and cost is
$50.
Dey said there are hundreds of
different benefits to yoga, or

T.M. (transcendental) meditation.
He cites the conquering of
alle(gies, stress, insomnia,
depression, headaches, backaches, irregular headaches, arthritis
and the lowering of blood pressure as some of the many benefits of yoga.
"Many of (these problems)
would be minimized, some
would vanish ... and be completely eliminated," said Dey.
Stress can be lowered drastically, and this is especially beneficial during student life, Dey
said.

"People will say things and it
doesn't bother me (because of
yoga)," said Dey.
Yoga will help people Control
anger and emotibns and decrease
the level of stress.
After 10 classes, Dey said,
students will have learned the
fundamentals of yoga. how to
control emotions and health
problems and in general many of
the students will continue with
Dey to gain more of the benefits.
For more information call the
Office of Conferences and NonCredit Programs in Blair Hall at
581-5116.

Now serving Lunch 1 Oam-4pm
Sm 1 Item & Soda s4 so - just ask
Medium

Large

20 Inch

1 Topping

1 Topping

Pizza

1 Topping

Pizza

Pizza

$3~

$4~

$9~

•Balconies & Patios
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities

•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking
•Swimming pool & sun deck

LIN'"CC)LN'"~C)C)~

PIN""ETR.EE A.PTS
(across from Carman Hall)

2219 S. 9th St. #17'

345-6000

Tonii:bt
$1 OOPints
Lein.ie & MGD

Tuesday

Bot Wings
only 25 ¢ each!
-ands200 Import Bottles
FREE SH O W THUR SDAY

D awn a We l s on

w/ K e i t h Hard e n
509 Van Buren

348 - 2380

i1n Troester
sponsored by: EIU Health Service & Taylor & Co.

Speaks: Wednesday ,
January 28
- Returning for his siHth year
- Healthy
- llulng with HI OS

Taylor Hall
7:38 pm.

Jan. 29
Ch a rl est on I

Ma t t o on Rm .

11 :3e am -

Sigma Kappa
wou:ld like to ·prerent oili ltew'Ei~ Man

Frank Consiglio
of Sigma Pi
Get excited for a great semester!
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Attorney: Lewinsky will .tell ~II to Whitewater prosecutors
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Anxious to cut a
Ilea! for immunity, the lawyer for Monica
Lewinsky said Sunday his 24-year-old client
"\\ill tell all that she knows" to Whitewater
irosecutors. 'The chips will fall as they may,"
he said.
Attorney William Ginsburg said he has verbally indicated to iovestigato1:. what M:..
Lewinsky will tell them in exchange for
IIDffiunity from prosecution.
"I will remain in Washington as long as it
IJkes to sec that the ttuth in every detail, wherever it may fall, comes out." Ginsburg said.
S'egotiations of such a sensitive nature could
take weeks.
President Clinton talked this weekend with
heavyweight advisers brought back to
Washington to help him through the crisis
trought on by the allegations of a sexual relalionship with Ms. Lewinsky and attempts at a
•'Over-up. One of them, one-time Commerce
Secretary Mickey Kantor, said his help was
ld\l.'Yerly in nature.
"I have my legal hat on, not my political
1!31," he said.
In the first hint of an eye wi1ness, ABC
reported that the president and Ms. Lewinsky
11ere caught in an intimate encounter in a pri1'3le area of the White House in the spring of
1996, ~hortly before the White Hou · intern
11"3$ moved to a job at the Pentagon.

ABC cited several unidentified sources for
its information. The office of prosecutor
Kenneth Starr declined comment on the ABC
repon. If ttue, such a wilness would provide
important corroborating evidence for Ms.
Lewinsky's account if she reverses her current
derual of an affair with the president In secret-·
ly-recorded conversations, Ms. Lewinsky had
said she believed "nobody saw anything happen between us."
Ginsburg said the ABC repon, if uue. will
take some of the pressure off his dient by
making her testimony less important Such a
development would let Starr expend his "bullets on somebody else," said Ginsburg.
At the White House. the first couple tried to
maintain an air of normalcy, anending'5el'Vices
al Foundry United Methodist Church as U.'>ual.
Clinton rehearsed his State of the Union
speech and planned to watch the Super Bowl
with family and the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
Senior administration officials and longtime
Clinton friends, including two who talked to
him this weekend, said the president was
shocked and depressed in the first hours of the
controversy but has bounced back defiant
"One thing that isn't going on and that's
discussions about any resignation.·· said Rahm
Emanuel, a top White House adviser. House
Judiciary Committee chairman Henry Hyde
spoke cautiously about the possibility of an

Illinois Congressmen stay quiet
about Clinton's alleged affairs
WASHINGTON (AP) - Mose of those
elected to represent Hlinois in Congress
chose to stay silent Thursday about the
allegations of an affair between President
Clinton and a young White House intern
that have become the capital's hottest
topic of conversation.
Particularly mum were the Illinois delegation's Democrats. Of the 22
Democrats from Illinois in Washington.
only Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun and Rep.
Rod Blagojevich, D-Cbicago, were willing and available to comment on the allegations that have rocked their party's
leader.
While on a tour of the Robert Taylor

impeachment inquiry.
"Nothing much will happen until the
Democrats decide something
should happen," said Hyde, R-ill. In a whirlwind of appearances on ABC, NBC and CBS,
Ginsburg went out of his way to praise Starr

Homes public housing project in Chicago,
Moseley-Braun noted to reporters that the
allegations of an affair and cover-up are
serious but as yet
unproved.
"We ought not rush to judgment." she
said. Blagojevich said it would be premature to discuss what action should be
taken if the charges prove true, adding the
most important question is whether any
laws were broken.
"No one is above the law," he said.
"But one of the things I'm concerned
about as an American citizen is that when
you have sex involved you get into this
soap opera-ization of the issue."

and his staff. calling them "excellent people"
with whom talks have been cordial.
'1 don't approve of some of their tactics,"
but "'I have nothing but the highest praise for
their professionalism and their attitude,"
Ginsburg said.

Tucker to be first woman executed in Texas since 1863
HOUSTON (AP) - It's a simple
thing - a narrow, arched bar of
iron, maybe 2 feet across, attached
to a worn. wooden handle that is
tapered at intervals along its 3-foot
length for a better grip. It weighs
close to 20 pounds.
That could be rust on the pickax's blunted points - or Lraces of
dried blood.
Once used to break concrete or
su~-dried soil.J.t was swung in
~-cral.l:d pass~ 14 year.; ago.
v.·hen 5-foot-3, 121-pound Karla
Faye Tucker sank it 10, 15, 20
times into a man and a woman.
On Feb. 3, the state of Texas
plans to stick two needles into Ms.
Tucker's anns to execute her. That

The jury (in 1984) heard pretty much all the facts that
folks now are acting as if they are new - the fact she
had a bad childhood, she was doing drugs, that she
'
converted
to Chrise
'
-Joe Magliolo,
assistant U.S. attorney.
would make her the first woman
put to death in Texas since Chipita
Rodriguez. was hanged in 1863 for.
killing a horse trader.
But a storm of protest has
swirled since the date was set.
Shou ld a woman be executed?
W hat about her embrace of
Christianity?
Joe Magliolo. the prosecutor

who won the conviction. views her
as a "poster child" adopted by
death ~nalty, opponents.
"The jury (in 1984) heard pretty
much all the facts that folks now
are acting as 1f they are new - the
fact she had a bad childhood. she
was doing drugs, that she converted to Christ." said Magliolo, now
an assistant U.S. attorney.

In recent weeks. Ms. Tucker's
soft, brown eyes, bashful smile
and long dark curls have filled network television broadcasts from
the women's death row at
Gatesville, about 225 miles northwest of Houston.
In interviews carefully selected
by her and her prison minister-husband, Dana Brown, she insists
she's a new person, content to
spend her life in prison d<;>iog
God':. work and :-etting an example for young people.
"We all have the abihty, after
we've done something horrible, to
make a change for the good," Ms.
Tucker. 38, said earnestly on CBS'
"60 Minutes."

'Tm so far removed from the
person that I used to be out there.
For me, what's weird 1s thinking
back on some of the thing:s I used
to do. and thinking. 'I did that?'"
What she did happened when
she tagged along with Daniel
Garrett to the Houston apartment
of Jerry Lynn Dean on June 13,
1983. Their aim. after three days
of almost nonstop drugging. was
to steal Dean's motorcycle.
She didn't much like Dean,
who'd once parked his Harley in
her living room and let it drip oil
on her carpet. He had also
destroyed her only pictures of her
mother, who'd died a few years
before.

345:7g49
1412 4th St.
Charleston

Congratulations to the Women of

Sigma Kappa
on their outstanding grades for the 1997 Fall Semester
J

ns t

4.0

1

Kar.en King in Jill Lekovish
~

Amy Wessling

Darci Keyser
Brittany Kinser
Jennifer Kirk
Jacki McBrayer
Christine Moore
Ashley Raduege
Jessica Roberts
Andrea Smail
Kelly W'ieczorek
Liz Windmiller

Jennifer Banning
Lindy Coe
Amy Higham
Cortney McDermott
Emily Pierceall
Debora Sagle
JuUe Williams

K elli Kuhl
Jennifer Lamczyk
Meredith Martin
Christa Meek
Alisha Meis
Colleen O'Neil
Sherry Pankey
Keri Potts
Holly Sluder
Sarah Block
Becky Costello
Stephanie Crisman
Jennifer Evans
Bonnie Jones
Nicole
Jones
;

.

Monday Dinner SJ>ecial

AT GANDO LFI CHIRO PRACTIC...

(First

G'S FREE!

Vi.sit

y)

We Are Cootinuing

Spinal Check-Up Month
Through February
To celebrate, we are offerlng - - - - - - -

3.00 - 3.49
Laura Baumruck
April Belva
Brittany Bluhm
Lindsey Burt
Jennifer Buttz
Tammie Gadomski
Sara Granger
Raebel Grimm
Leigh Harringto11
Becky Head
Jacki Howard
Ashley Hudson
Valerie Kleinfeld
Kristen Koldltz
Jill Kowalski
•
u '<

Monday Lunch SJ>ecial
BLT........ $3.25 Giant Stuffed Potato..... $3.95
Express Lunch Menu Available
Chicken Fajita Salad .......$4.95

3.50 - 3.99
Nicole Court
Jennifer Daulby
Michelle Davidson
Laura Eaton
Piper Ehorn
Casey Gleason
Carie Gura
Kristen Heffe{fi!iger
Debbie Hillman
Gwendolyn Holt

Bacardi Mixers .......$2.25

Dana Julkowski
Amy Luehrs
Heather Marenda
Jessica Milkr
Kaylene Neville
Heather Plocher
Karen Saladino
Jeri Thrasher
Stacey Trocewicz
Eryn Wike
Carrie Waters

ro perform our services on
your first visit absolutely
~ wi1h this certificne!

1bis includes consultation,

examination ueaunent,
and x·rays if indicated.
CallNOW

to schedule your
appointment.

Mlcbncl Lre Gandolfi,
DC. E.A.S.A.

Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center
:A.JU: FOR OPTIMUM HEALTII

2115 18th Street, Charleston
CALL345~5
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Sublessors

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.514
7 Day Daycare 6 weeks and up
Preschool . All shifts open
before/after school. Training Uc
#179991 . 348-8001.

SUMMER JOBS IN COLORADO
Join 170+ staff In the beauliful
Colorado Rocky Mountains.
Large resort seeks lifegds, food
serv, maint, front desk. coun·
seiors, etc. Wages, housing &
meals. En1oy activities such as
hiking , volleyball, mtn biking,
campfires, swimming, site seeing,
etc. Interviews Tue. 213 at Career
Services, call 581-2412 or JOBSRVEIU.EDU.

CAKE DECORATOR. PART·
TIME EXPERIENCED. Apply In
person from 11 a.m.·5 p.m. TCBY
424 W. Lincoln

2 ROOMS OPEN IN RENTAL
HOUSE. 10 min. walk to campus.
$200/m plus share utilities. Ph
348-6782.

GIRLS, NICE 2 BEDROOM FUR·
NISHED APARTMENT. Close to
school, no pets. 345-5048 9 a.m.
to5p.m.
--------~1/30
GIRLS, CUTE 1 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Trash & water included. No pets,
10 month lease. 345-5048, 9 a.m.
to5p.m.
~--=--..,,..,.,....,..,,-,....,-.,.........-1 /30
NOW LEASING LARGE 3 BED·
ROOM FURNISHED APART·
MENTS for 98·99 school year.
Call
345-3664
after
5:00
p.m.1/30
__
___
__
__

MACARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS 1 girt, upperclassman, to
share a 2 bedroom furnished apl
345-2231 .
~--~------5/4
PARK PLACE-Three Bedroom
apartment, sublessors wanted fOf
summer. More info? Call 348·
6156.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ .2112
2 SUBLESSORS NEED FOR
SUMMER '98. Close to campus 2
bedroom, Furnished Apt. Cal
348·6652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/26

BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUS·
ES FOR 4 OR 5 @ $215 per person, 1O months. C21 Wood, 345·
4489. Jim Wood, broker.
--------~1/30
ONE PARTLY FURNISHED APT,
all ut1ht1es included. $350 rent
plus deposit. 345-5088, between
9·5.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _1/30

Roommates

Make Money
SPRING BREAK COMING-Need
extra cash? Sell Avon. Call 345·
4197 or 235-1544.
_ __ _ __ _ _ _.V 23

-

Help Wanted

-

EARN 1750 • $1500/ WEEK.
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA FUNDRAISER on your
campus. No investment & very ht·
tie time needed. There's no obh·
gation, so why not caU for information today. Call 1-800-323·
8454 x 95
1/22
HELP WANTED. Part-Time
house keeping and/ or midnight
to 8 at a facility for individuals
with developmental disabilities.
Call 345-2922 or apply in person
at 910 17th Street in Charleston.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1128
$$$NEED EXTRA MONEY?SSS
lntenm Personnel has immediate
opening for part-time position,
great for students!! Contact
Interim Personnel 345-2211
_ _ __ __ _ _ _ 1/26
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Prominent organization seeks a
highly motivated, professional
administrative assistant with
excellent communication skills!
Must possess excellent computer
skills! Great opportunity for recent
graduates! $18,000-$20,000/yr.
Call or send resume to Interim
Personnel 820 Broadway,
Mattoon. 235-22991345-2211 fax:
235-2199
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1126

THIS IS IT, Make a difference in
the Lives of Children! Birch Trail
Camp for Girts, located in beautl• .... fut.N W. Wisconsin seeks fun
motivated people-as ablTT•coonselors/activity Instructors (you
name it, we teach ill), climbing
instructors, wilderness trip leaders, secretaries, kitchen wortcers
& more. We are looking for enthusiastiC people who are committed
to kids, the outdoor.; and having
a good time! Top pay, travel
allowance, room & board and
paid Internships. On campus
interviews Contact Richard or
Michelle at 800-544-CAMP,
today! BrchTrall@aol com or
www.blrchtrail.com.
1/26
H
__
O_N_G_K_O
__
N_G_HO_U_S_E-NOW
HIRING. Apply in person. 1505
_18th_St._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1128

_ _ _ _ _ _213

NORTHERN MINNESOTA-SEPARATE BOYS' AND GIRLS'
CAMP. Pursuing energetic, caring, upbeat individuals who wish
to participate in our incredibly
positive camp community.
Seeking cabin counselors who
can also instruct in traditional
campus activities, Bdsail, Rifle,
Hrsbk, Sail, Crafts, Wski, Gymn.
Bike, Climb, Canoe, and Bkpk
wilderness trip Ldrs, Cooks,
Office and Supervisory Staff
Make a phenomenal difference in
the life of a child and expenence
one of the most rewarding summers of your life. At the Job Fair.
FEB 4, THUNDERBIRD 314·567·
3167.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _.V 3

--------~1128

Adoption
ADOPTION· A LOVING CHOICE
Loving. secure couple will provide
your baby with a lifetJme of love
and opportunities. Expenses
paid. Please call Nancy & Grant
at home collect (815)398-8410,
Office 1· 800-464-8337, or our
attorney, John Hirschfield, Collect
0 (217)352-7941 .
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _1/26

NICE , CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98- 99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease, no pets. Call 345-3 148.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _514
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS furnished. Trash
p/u Included 2 blocks from cam·
pus. Call 348-0350.
514
HELP WANTED: PART-TIME
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
1127
BARTENDER NITES. 21 YRS &
FURNISHED HOUSES for 9a-99
CHEAP RENT, 2ND & Grant.
OLDER. CALL FOR APPOINTschool year No pets $2 351 ~
Across from Lantz. Roommate
MENT 9 TO 5 P.M. 349-8215.
needed. Own rent and parking
12 month lease. Call 345-3148 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1128
Call 345-7286.
514
WAIT STAFF AND BUSSERS
MACARTHUR MANOR APART1128
NEEDED FOR LUNCH AND DIN·
MENTS now leasing for Fall •98 • FOR RENT: Large 2 bedro om
NER SHIFTS. Flexible hours and
apartments, dose to campus, fur·
2 bedroom furnished apt. 345 •
professional work environment.
nlshed, laundry facilities. central
2231 .
Call 234-8831 between 2 p ,m.
_514
air. For 3 or 4 people. Call 349·
and 5 p .m . Tuesday through
BRITTANY RIDGE 3 BEDROOM
8824 (9·5) or leave a message.
V19
Friday, ask for Brian. Mattoon
House for rent by owner. 1 ao.oo
Golf and Country Club.
per month/divided. Prefer
FOR RENT: Large 3 bedroom
1130
females. (630) 372-8282
house, close to campus. trash
SUMMER
JOBSI
Camp
___
pick up provided. For 4 or more
1127
Tecumseh YMCA is now hiring
BEST VALUE . FURNISHED 2
people. Call 349-8824 (9·5) or
for
Cabin
Counselors . bedroom apartment Garbage
leave a message.
Equestrian staff, Aquatics, and
included. 10 month lease. $250
V19
Support staff. We are a Christian
each. 34a-0288
2BA APT FOR 2. 112 block to
campu located near Lafayette ,
l/30
EIU rec center. CATV incl, central
IN. Season is 10 weeks. Salary
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE, air, free parl<ing C21 Wood, 345$1900-$2100. Representatives TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
4489, Jim Wood, Broker.
will be on campus on February
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
1/30
4th. Call for an applicatlon and
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000
3BR EFFICIENCY SUITE. Clean,
interview today! Call ~-765·564·
secure, economical. $495 divided
514
2898 or e-mail susan10campte·
THREE & FOUR BEDROOM
by 3. NO BETTER DEAL FOR
CUIJ)seh.~v-C.amputecum·
house & ai>artmtmts cl se !9 THE MONEY. C21 Wood, 345·
~dfi.l"tO) . ft;d~etlWJce lh&t:.-.campue.-i:all-945-6621 ' 9...._ -... 4489, Jl'll Wopd, BrC)kei
lasts a life 1me!
1/30
514
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/30
SINGLE APT BASIC FURNISH2BR APT. REASONABLE RENT
COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE
ING heat/w~ter provided SP
An easy walk to EIU. $420 for a
FOR THE SUMMER (6121-8120). sem~ter $250 Dave 345-2171
twosome, 12 month lease. C21
OUTSTANDING BROTHER/SIS· 9 am. 11 am.
'
• Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood,
TEA SPORTS
CAMP ON
. .
. '
Broker.
514
LARGEST NEW ENGLAND
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30
3
2
LAKE. SEEK SKILLED COUN·
REMODELED & BEDROOM
CAMPUS APTS, 2·3 BED·
1
SELORS FOR LAND, WATER
APTS. Block north of Domino's.
ROOMS FOR 2·3 GIRLS. Call
w/d. $ 195 and $ 250· Cati 34S·
CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
SPORTS, ARTS. EXCELLENT
8792
·
SALARIES. ROOM, BOARD
between3-9p.m
1129
AND TRANSPORTATION PAID.
F- A_L_L-.-5.-4-.-3-,-bed-r_oo_m-houses.
---------~V6
2
INTERVIEWS
AVAILABLE. v 3 bedroom apartments. Close
Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 4
COME SEE US ON CAMP DAY,
or 5 0 $215 per person, 10
3485032
V4/98. ROBINDEL (GIRLS) 888to cam~us,
•
V3
months. C21 Wood, 345-4489,
860·1186, WIN AUKEE (BOYS)
1520 12th St. 3 BR house for Jim Wood, broker.
8 0 0 • 7 9 1 • 2 0 1 8
rent, all utilities + cable included.
-------~ 1130
www.w1naukee.com.
$_
. __
ADVERTISE!
990
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _V4
_mo.
_ __
345•7553
__
_ _ _ADVERTISE!
_ _ _00/HA
1129

ACROSS
the
Hombre·

f •

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ __ ___________ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Classificauoo of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ __ _ _CompoS1tor _ _ _ __
Amount due:S _ _ _ __
Cash

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
_ __ _ _ _ ____514
710 BUCHANAN. 2 BEDROOMS
upstairs, 1 bedroom downstairs.
$800/ month/10 month lease. Fall
98. 345-8547.
1/27
NEW 1,2,3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APTS., off street parking, furmshed. ale ... too much to list call
217-348-0819 Leave message.
-1/27
2-4 BEDROOM HOUSES, 1 & 2
bedroom apts. 10 & 12 month
lease,
4602. Deposits, no pets. 345·

For Rent

The Daily Eastern News

no. words/days
Payment:
0

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS.
1611 9tt1 St. One block east. Old
Main. Now leasing for Summer
98. and 98. 99 school year.
Completely furnished, heat and
garbage included. Off street park·
ing, 9 month Individual leasing.
345-7136
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _5/4

0 Chock

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

0

Yes 0 No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each consec·
ut1ve day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or 1n bad taste.

• Challenge to a
(:JUOSl1ngar
10 Ou t uf focus
p1ctur1:1
1' Wol'1derla11d girl
1 s Aelmcatlor
11 Country road
n F·1as1ve answer
~1

20 Ha11e a feeling

30 Insertion
cyml>cl

1151 Johnson Ave 3 BR house
for rent, all utilities + cable includ·
ed. $960 Mo. 345-7553.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1/29

Lost & Found
LOST-Gold wedding ring
Reward!
_ _ _348-7090.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1126

II pays lo advertise In the Daily
Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00/HA

cam us cli12:s: :== =
THE NEW INDIGO Theatrical Workshop tonight at 6 p.m. in the Ufe
Science 301 . Everyone is invited. Please bnng a friend.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS Intramural Basketball begins today in the
Student Rec. Center. Check the trophy case for your season schedule.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Habitat for Humanity Campus
Chapter General meeting tonight at 8 p.m. In the Casey room.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER SVC Board meeting tonight at 7
p.m. In the Casey room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass tonight at 12:05 p.m. in the
Newman Chapel. located on the comer of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
MATH ENERGY "How to Retire a Millionaire• tonight at 6:45 p.m. L"
Coleman Auditorium.
PHI GAMMA NU Executive Board meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the
Lumpkin Lounge.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION Orientation meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 127. All majors welcome.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Chapter meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin Hal
017. Casual Dress.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND ALLIES UNION Weekly meeting
tonight from 8-9 p.m. m'the Pl\rr.i tb<l~Ll(I ti~\ $.y&ii'il is welcome!
TRIO-STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES Study Skills Workshop tonighl
from 7-8:30 p.m. In the Lumpkin Hall 027.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL meeUng tonight at 7 p.m. In the MartinsviUe
room Please come prepared to tum in names of reps for basketbal
tournament. Any questions contact Shannon at 8203.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY IOI
any ooo-orofi! camous organiµl!Onal event. No parties or fundraising actJVI.
ties and events will be pnnted. All Clips should be submitted to The Dally
Eastem News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus CHp by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline for Friday.
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that ls illegible 01
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited f0t
available space

S2 Plot or land
54 Fvas1ve answer

31 Ruutlrac:k

Shape

1,2 .3 bedroom apts. Close to
campus. Call for availability. Old
Towne
Mgt.
___
_345-6533
_ _ __ __514

WANTED! Male roommate to live
In house for 98199. 10 month
lease, $220/month. Ask tor Pali,
581·2834.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _1n1

•3
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Illinois upsets Michigan 64-53
Ellerbe said of the total that was
one point below what the
Wolverines scored in a one-point
win over Detroit on Nov. 30.
Kevin Turner had 17 points to
lead the Illini (13-7, 5-2 Big
Ten), who took control of the
game early in the second half
with a 9-0 run that gave it a 4230 lead with 15:30 left.
Turner started the spurt with a
basket that was followed by a 3pointer by Matt Heldman. Brian
Johnson added a free throw and
Turner completed the run with a
3-pointer.
Michigan (15-5, 5-2) didn't
score its first basket of the second
half until Bullock hit a jumper
with 15:07 left, but the
Wolverines still cut the lead to
51-44 with six minutes left.
But Illinois responded to the
run with seven straight points

CHAMPAIGN (AP) - llinois
let a comfortable lead over No.16
Michigan get away late in the
first half. It didn' t happen a second time and the Illini came
away with a 64-53 victory
Sunday.
"The guys said at halftime that
they were going to reestablish
what they were doing, and they
did it," Illinois coach Lon Kruger
said.
They did it with defense, holding Michigan without a field goal
for almost five minutes to start
the second half and to just 22
points over the final 20 minutes.
The offensive output was 24
points below the Wolverines'
average and their lowest of the
season.
"Our offense turned us away in
many ways with our decisionmaking," Michigan coach Brian

over the next 2 :45 as Victor
Chukwudebe scored on a base1ine drive and dunk, Johnson
made three throws and Heldman
made another 3.
Michigan shot just 33 percent
from the fiel d (20-of-60) and
Illinois wasn't a lot better, shooting 41 percent (23-of-56).
"I just think we missed a lot of
easy baskets," Michigan forward
Robert Traylor said.
"We j ust weren't very smooth.
Our guards didn't have good
floor games today," Ellerbe said.
"(Illinois') seniors today played
like seniors and put us back on
our heels."
Jerry Hester had 15 points for
llinois and Chukwudebe added
10.
Michigan guard Travis Conlan
liked Illinois' chances at a league
title.

Floyd 'Skins' competition
for fifth consecutive title
KOHALA COAST, Hawaii
(AP) - Raymond Floyd captured
an unprecedented fifth consecutive Senior Skins Game on
Sunday, holding off a challenge
by Hale Irwin and making a winning birdie putt on the first extra
hole.
Floyd, who won six skins
worth $100,000 on Saturday,
appeared in control on the second
day of the four-man, made-fortelevision event, picking up
$90,000 on the first hole.
After increasing his winnings to
$220,000 with a birdie on the
198-yard 12th hole, his margin
was $190,000 over his closest
challenger, Irwin.
But last year's Senior PGA
Tour player of the year, picked up

four consecutive skins worth
$160,000 to get back into the
hunt
Irwin then had opportunities to
close the 18-hole match, but his
bunker shot at the 18th hit the pin
and stopped a foot away and his
20-foot attempt at the first extra
hole lipped the cup.
Floyd then ran in an 8-footer to
end the match and take the final
two skins worth $80,000.
Floyd won 11 skins and
$300,000. Irwin was next with six
skins and $210,000. Arnold
Palmer got one skin worth
$30,000 and Jack Nicklaus was
shut out.
The victory raised Floyd's total
winnings in the Senior Skins to
$ 1,470,000.

classified advertisin
Travel

Announcements

THE WOMEN OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA would like to
invite all those Interested In
Spring Rush to come to our
House located at 1004 Greek Ct.
at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 27, and
Wed, Jan. 28th. Questions call
Christina 581-6533. Hope to see
you there.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1/30
GREAT SALE! JUST SPENCE'S
1148 6TH ST. OPEN TUESDAYSPRING BREAK '98 GET
SATURDAY 1:30-5:00. TELE
GOING!!! Cancun, Jamaica ,
345-1469. WE ALSO BUY.
Bahamas & Florida. Group dis_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1~8
counts & Free Drink Parties! Seti
PRE-LAW SOCIETY elections
5 & go free! Book Now II
will be Feb. 3rd & 4th. Pick up
Visa/MC/Disc/Amax 1-800-234a'4"l{tcMp:/MINw.erulte$6S1;1r;M'll)f' ,11Jmlicat!Ons i112141 CH..
_ __ _ _ _ _ _1/26
tours.com
KEYBOARDIST/VOCALIST
~--------"316
SPRING BREAK '98 GET wanting to join cover band or
GOINGlll Panama City beach- jam. 347-0540- work phone
leave message.
front hotels from $991 7 nights
beachfront, Daily Drink Parties, &
Free cover at best bars!
Personals
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234_ _______
7007. www.endlesssummertours.com.
ALPHA SIGMA TAU INFORMAL
RUSH will be held Thursday Jan.
29, at 7 p.m. at out Greek Court
For Sale
House. All those interested are
welcome. For rides or Info call
BRAND
NEW ORIGINAL Jessica at 581-6747 or Heidi at
581-6742.
HARLEY DAVIDSON lEATHER
JACKET (Ladies-Medium). $150
=-----------1~9
THE LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA
obo. Call 348-8781.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 1/28
ALPHA would like to invite all
those lo our 1998 Spring Rush at
1991 PONTIAC LEMANS 47 p.m. Tues. Jan 27th and Wed
SPEED, CO Player, NEW: tires,
battery muffler/ exhaust, btakes. Jan 28th. Come for the friendship, stay for the sisterhood
Great Condition. $3,600 o.b.o.
Questions call Christina 581Call 348-1984.
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida- Where
guys meet girls! One of the
newest motels on the ocean,
AAA- rated , beach volleyball,
pool and wet bar open 24 hours
B.y.o.b.- STUDENTS only! Call 1800-682-0919. http://www.daytonamotet.com.

ai

1~7

---

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/30

6533.

-,--------1~6
LOVEALL-Happy 21st Birthday!
Hope you had a blast! Love,
Tracy&Amy
_ _ _ _ _ __ _1/26
CONGRATULATIONS
AMY
EVANS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA on getting lavaliered to
RYAN LEISHNER of ALPHA TAU
OMEGA at ISU. Your mommy is
proud
of you.
Erica
_ __
_Love,
__
__

Announcements
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES! booking for Spring
break parties in February. Small
groups welcome. Call Mr. Ed
348-1424

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

1~8

BUSINESS MAJORS: TYPED
LECTURE NOTES from "A" student: MGT 2750, MGT 3010,
MAR 3470, & MGT 4920. $10-20.

581-2631.

Doonesbury

1~6

TO THE MEN OF DELTA TAU
DELTA: Good luck wUh Rush!
Love, Heather

li~i©;~;I

I Sell your I
unwanted I
I items in the
I Daily Eastern I
L-~~-.J
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Women's swim team breaks five records
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
The Eastern swim teams came back from
the Bradley Invitational with many positive
aspects to their performance. Although neither the men's nor women's team won, they
still performed well, as the Lady Panthers set
four new meet records and one school record.
The women's team took home second
place overall, finishing bcllind Truman State.
They lost by a margin of 67 points, 621.5554.5. The men repeated last year's performance by finishing third. They finished 61
points behind second-place Northern Iowa,
and 104 points behind winner Truman State.
Panther head coach Ray Padov an was
again pleased with the progress of his teams

PANTHERS
junior guard Cory Johnson connected on rwo free throws.
A major factor to the Panther
victory was Robinson. who scored
a career-high 17 points. Robinson
was a perfect 7-for-7 from lhe field
and 3-for-4 from the foul line.
Also scoring in double-figures
for Eastern was Kaye, who was 10for- l l from the foul line and scored
16 points. The final scorer in double figu~ for Ea.1;tem was Owens
v. ith 16 poinK Owens was 5-for17 from lhe field and 4-for-4 from
the foul line.
Eastern went into halftime tied
with the Indians 37-37. Eastern
was up 32-25 with :55 seconds left
in the first half. but Southeast was
able to battle back. Colton tied the
game with a three-pointer with . I
seconds before the half.
Southeast (4-6 in the OVC, 810 overall) opened up an eightpoint lead in the second half at 6153. Eastern then went on a 12-0
run to take the lead. Eastern hit six
straight free throws to cut the
Indian lead to 6 1-57. The Panthers
were able to take the lead 65-63 on
two free throws by Panther senior
forward Scon Newman.
Southeast was led in scoring by
Johnson, who scored a game-high
18 points. Also scoring in doable

at the invitational. The main factor Padovan
was looking for was consistency among all
swimmers.
..We were not good in all events, but we
would have swimmers pop up in one race
and do really well," Padovan said.
The change of the fonnat of the meet from
13 to 20 races was also something that may
have been a hard adjustment for some swimmers.
"High schoolers don't swim some of the
races that we do, that could be a tough adjustment," Padovan said of his younger participants.
The 400-yard freestyle relay team broke
Eastem's record set two seasons ago. The
quartet of Karina Freer, Nancy Williams,
Andrea Peters and Amanda Dore won con-

siderably.
Dore also contributed on the three other
meet records. She won the 100 and 200-yard
[reel)tyles, and swam with the same foursome
on the 200-yard freestyle relay. Junior Jessica
Stowell also had a victory in the 100-yard
butterfly.
Eastern also dominated many races as a
team. In the 200-yard freestyle, Eastern
placed four of the top five finishers. The
Lady Panthers also placed four of the top six
in the 100-yard freestyle.
Senior co-captain Doug Habben paced the
men's team with victories in the 200-yard
individual medley and the 200-yard freestyle.
Habben also contributed a thinl-place finish
in the I 00-yard freestyle.
Junior Patrick Johnson finished second in

frompagel2 ------------""""....._.....,...,.,,_,,._.....,..........,

LOSS

the 200-yard backstroke, fourth in the 200
individual medley and fifth in the 100-yard
backstroke.
Freshman Nick Schmidt helped in the
long-distance events. Flfllshing second in the
1650-yard and third in the 500-yard
freestyles, Schmidt proved he could swim
through the grueling two-day event
Scott Burris finished second in both the
one-meter and three-meter diving events. The
relay teams also came through well; finishing
third in both the 400-yard medley and 800yard freestyle races.
The swim teams now have three dual
meets remaining before the Mideast
Championships, and there is some need for
con<;istency. Padovan hoped to iron out any
kinks before that final weekend

frompage12 - - -

shots from the floor. Eastern was
2-of-13 from three-point range.
Overall on the night. the Lady
Panthers shot just 29.6 percent.
Sophomore center Leah
Aldrich led Eastern in scoring
with 14 points on 7-of-17 shooting. But Aldrich was the' only
Lady Panther to score in double
figures. The next-highest scorer
for Eastern was senior guard
Nora Hendrix. wilh seven points.
While no Otahkian starter
ended the game with double fig·
ures in scoring. Struve led all
scorers with 16 points off the
bench.
Southeast .Missouri scored 25
of its 48 points off the bench in
the form of Struve and Cook.
The 41 - point performance
marks the lowest offensive output of the season for the Eastern
women. falling three points shy
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastem's Rick Kaye drives to the basket against Austin Peay earlier
this season.

figures for the Indians was Cotton
with 15 and senior center William
"Bud" Eley with 12.
Even though Eastern was able to
come out ahead, Samuels said
Southeast was able to put up a

good fight.
"They are good shooters," he
said. 'They were the home team so
they had a lot of students into the
game. We had a lot of things to
overcome."

Japanese paper loses Olympic credentials
NAGANO, Japan (AP) - Olympic organizers
have revoked a major Japanese newspaper company's credentials to cover the Nagano Olympics for
publishing unauthorized photos and stories of an
opening ceremony dress rehearsal.
Though dress rehearsals are open to the media,
organizers had asked that only material released by
the organizing committee be published until the ceremony begins Feb. 7.
Even so, the l.9 million-circulation Sankei newspaper published articles about the ceremony in its
Sunday editions, including a front-page photograph

of the torch-lighting by Albertville silver-medalist
figure-skater Midori Ito.
"Sankei has clearly violated the terms of the coverage," Ko Yamaguchi. head of the organizing committee's media division, said Sunday. "It is an
unforgivable act"
Journalists for Sanke1 and its less respected sister
newspaper, Sankei Spons, which also ran stories
and photos of the opening ceremony. were immediately kicked out of the Olympic media center.
Sankei reporters also were banned from all
Olympic facilities and news conferences.

of their total in the season opening loss to Evansville. and six
points shy of their total in a loss
to Indiana State.
The only other team to fail to
score more than 50 points against
the Otahkians was Division II
Oakland City.
The 48 points scored by
Southeast Missouri is the second
lowest for the Otahkians this season. Southeast Missouri only
scored Jess than Saturday night's
48 in a 73-39 loss to Tennessee
State.
The Lady Panthers will get a
full week to rest up and ready
themselves for their next match.
8: 15 Saturday in Lantz Gym
against Morehead State.
"We definitely need to work
on some things, and now we
have a week to do that," Lee
said.

Jordan leads All-Star voting;
Bryant gets start for West
NEW YORK (AP) - Kobe
Bryant. the 19-year-old reserve
for the Los Angeles, Lakers, will
be the youngest starter in lhe history of the NBA All-Star game.
Michael Jordan of the Chicago
Bulls was the leading vote-getter
for the Feb. 8 game in New York,
the ninth time in his career he
received the most votes from the
fans.
The starting lineups for the
Eastern and Western conference
teams were annou nced by the
league Sunday, and Bryant's
selection was a surprise given he
does not even start for his own
club. He is averaging 17.3 points
and 26 minutes a game.
Jordan,
who
received

1,028,235 votes, will open at
guard for the East. Others voted
to the East starting team were
guard Penny Hardaway of
Orlando, forwards Grant Hill of
Detroit and Shawn Kemp of
Cleveland and center Dikembe
Mutombo Of Atlanta.
Hardaway, who is injured. will
be replaced on the East roster.
Third in voting among the
guards was Tim Hardaway of
Miami, no relation.
Joining Bryant in the starting
West backcourt will be Gary
Payton of Seattle, with Karl
Malone of Utah and Kevin
Garnett of Minnesota at forward
and Shaquille O'Neal of the
Lakers at center.

PICTU--.m;;;.
YOURSELF IN
UNION BOWLING LANES

and

RECREATION AREA

BOWLING
LANES

Stop by and sign up NOW!

Leagues start Jan. 26th!!
(running through the spring semester)

$ 3 .50/ week
pe r person

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

Coed
Singles
Coed Obis.

9:00pm
4:30pm*
7:00pm*

•ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King.Jr. University Union

581-7457

PEACE CORPS
We are looking for

students who will graduate in
1998 for intematl()[Jj\ jQbs i n
education, environment,
agric.ulture. bus\ness. health,

French and YQuth development. CaU today to discuss

your qualifications.

~
(800) 424..580

.

11'
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The Dally Eastern News

Denver breaks AFC jinx, wins Super Bowl 31-24
SAN DIEGO (AP) - The old dude finally
.lid it.
John Elway and the Denvet Broncos won
. Super Bowl for rhemselves and the AFC
by beating lhe Green.Ba) Packers 31-24
Sunday in one of the most exciting games
el'er.
ll gave the 37-year-old Elway his. firsl win
111 four tries and the AFC its first in 14.
Sure, he had help.
He got it from MVP Terrell Davis, who
gained 157 yards in 30 carries and scored on
three I -yard runs, including the winner with
1:45 left in the game. He did it despite a
migraine that caused him to miss most of
the second quarter.
For Elway, carried off the field by his
1eammates, this was vindication in perhaps

his last shot at a title. He rode off as the oldest quarterback ever to win a Super Bowl.
''For all the Broncos fans who never had
this feeling. we finally got it done," Elway
said. "You wonder if you're going to win or
if you' re going to run out of yea.rs."
The victory kept Denver from becoming
the first team ever to lose five - it lost one in
1978, before Elway arrived.
The win meant vindication for the AFC,
which hadn't won since the Raiders, then in
Los Angeles, beat Washington 38-9 in 1984,
Elway's first season.
And finally, it was the first win for the
quarterback class of 1983 that included
Elway, Jim Kelly and Dan Marino.
The final chance for the defending champion Packers ended when John Mobley

knocked down Brett Favre's pass from the
Denver 31 with 28 seconds left. That made
the two-touchdown underdog Broncos the
second wild-card team to win the Super
Bowl.
"They disrespected us all week," Denver
tight end Shannon Sharpe said. "Everybody
disrespected us. They never faced a running
game like ours. They never faced a quarterback like ours. They never faced a coach
who puts in a game plan like Mike
Shanahan."
The Packers hurt themselves wilh three
critical penalties late in the game. They
included a holding call and a false start on
rookie left tackle Ross Verba that bottled
Green Bay deep. and a face mask on Darius
Holland lhat gave the Broncos 15 key yards

on their game-winning 49-yard drive.
But nonetheless, it was Elway's game.
"In kind of a strange way - John Elway.
I've always enjoyed him," Packers coach
Mike Holm gren said. "I j ust wished be
hadn't done it against me."
Elway scrambled 8 yards to set up a
touchdown, and scored on a 1-yard run - a
lot like the young Elway. He finished 12-of22 for 122 yards and threw one end-zone
interception.
If this wasn't the best Super Bowl ever, it
was close to it, despite a lot of sloppiness 15 penalties and five turnovers by the two
teams. Elway's mistake came at the Green
Bay 22 when the Broncos had a chance to
go ahead by more than a touchdown late in
the third quarter.

Davis earns MVP with 3-TD effort Favre puts up numbers;

SAN DIEGO (AP) - This was
the sweetest homecoming of all
for Terrell Davis.
First. his local high school
retired his number and then he
retired Denver's four-game Super
Bowl losing streak with an MVP
performance in Sunday,~ r3J ..,24
nctory over Green Bay.
Davis became lhe catalyst for
the end of a 13-game AFC losing
11reak by simply running over the
Packers. He rushed for 157 yards
and became the first player to
rush for three touchdowns in a
Super Bowl.
After Green Bay struck for the
game's first touchdown, Davis
brought the Broncos back. His
27-yard run punctuated Denver's
first TD drive, and he finished it
off with a l-yard burst. He ran
for 38 yards and caught a pass for
4 in the drive.
Moments later, he was back
again. gom~ "\6 yards on first
down on Denver's next TD drive.
The third-year running back from

Georgia gained 64 yards in the
first quarter alone and seemed to
give the Broncos, beaten so often
in this game, a major injection of
confidence.
When he went out with a
migraine headache. missing
much of the second quarter,
Denver snuggled. When be came
back in the second half. the
Broncos flourished.
He fumbled on his first carry
after retu rning, leading to the
tying field goal, but then he was
tbe old Davis, helping the
Broncos drive back downfield.
And when he barreled into the
end zone for the go-ahectd touchdown at the end of the third quarter, it was a statement TD.
And when Denver went on its
winning drive in the final three
minutes, Davis' 17-yard run put
the baH at the l. When he ran
into the end zone. it provided the
exclamation point on a brilliant
game.
It has been that way all season

have been a lot closer," Akers said.
Mike McBride controlled the lOOOmeter run (2 minutes 32.56 seconds) finishing I0 seconds faster than the nearest competitor.
Watson and Mabry hooked up again to
capture the top two spots in the 200-meter
dash and Lindsay finished fourth.
"We pave a. Ion~ way to go before the
Ohio Valley ConfeJeQce meet. but. wh.en
the numbers come out after the meet the
rest of the conference will know that we
are ready," Akers said of the Panther's
effort looking to the February conference
meet at Middle Tennessee State.
The Lady Panthers achieved a level of
competition that head coach John Craft

for Davis, whose flashy end zone
salutes after scoring TDs became
a rallying point for a team that so
often seemed to lack one.
His 1.750 yards rushing - best
in the AFC - helped, too.
Davis' fourth straight 100-yard
playoff game and l 0th this season pushed him into the record
books. past Eric Dickerson with
the most yards gained in a single
season. He took Denver on his
back at the start of the year and
carried them to their ultimate
goal at the end.
That's a long way from being a
sixth round draft pick, largely
ignored and passed over for bigger names like Ki-Jana Carter,
Napoleon Kaufman, James
Stewart and Rashaan Salaam.
it was the same way coming
out of high school when he was a
nose tackle and blocking back.
He started out playing at Long
Beach State for coach George
Allen and after the program was
dropped, he moved to Georgia.

said the team was capable of.
"I am particularly pleased with the
sprinters, distance runners and throwers,"
Craft said. "I am very pleased with our performance this weekend."
Eastern closed the gaps that were holes
in previous meets as the throwers threw
better, the hurdlers hurdled better and runners ran better.
"Keisha D unlap picked it up another
level," Craft said. "She had another wonderful day and the rest of the throwers had
an excellent day."
Eastern placed five of the top seven in
the hammer throw led by Dunlap, Tisha
Alverez. Rachel Schwartzkopf . Chelsa
Byers and Stephanie Brandt.

Elway puts up victory
SAN DlEGO (AP) - Brett
Favre said if he had to lose a
Super Bowl, what better guy to
fall to than John Elway?
Favre. the league's three-time
MVP. outplayed his counterpart
with the Denver Broncos on
Sunday, but the heavily favored
Green Bay Packers lost 31-24,
giving Elway the first Super
Bowl ring of his distinguished
career.
Favre completed 25 of 42 passes for 256 yards and three touchdowns, while Elway was an ordinary 12-of-22 for 123 yards and
no TDs. Both threw an interception.
The Packers got the ball with
I :39 left after Denver broke a 2424 tie on Terrell Davis' third TD
run, and Favre drove Green-Bay
from its 30 to the Denver 31.

Alverez, Dunlap and Schawartzkopf
captured the top three spots in the shot put.
Candy Phillips had an excellent afternoon, winning the 55-meter hurdles and
she Lied a school record of 5-8 112 en route
to the high jump victory.
Cristen Conrad placed second in the
mile run and Erika Coull-Parenty finished
second in the 5000-meter run.
"Cristen did an outstanding job for second place Erika came out with a really
good time," Craft said. "I was pleased to
see her get a really good time."
Craft was pleased with Keri Davis (second in the 200-meter dash), Catara Mabry
(fourth), Gina Arinyanontakoon (sixth),
Jonica Craft (seventh) and Jenny Blank

But on fourth-and-6 with 32
seconds remaining, Favre"s pass
for tight end Mark Chmura was
broken up by linebacker John
Mobley and the Packers' reign
as champs was over - as was
Elway's drought.
The Packers. 3-0 in previous
Super Bowls, includ ing last
year's, were two-touchdown
favorites. But they put themselves imo a 17-7 hole early in
the first half when they failed to
pick up blitzes. and Favre turned
the ball over, leading to 10
Denver points.
After their efficient opening
touchdown drive that included
five plays of at least 11 yards,
the Packers netted just 17 yards
on their next three possessions,
two of which ended in turnovers.

(eighth).
..Our sprinters did a good job placing
five people in lhe 200," Craft said.
Lisa Klinger was second in the 600meter dash and Sue Langer was victorious
in the 1000-meter run.
Eastern received a 38 foot 7 inch second
place finish from Heather Greeting in the
triple jump and a fifth and sixth place finish from Andrea Minott and Shannon Hill.
Pole vault\!r Alethea Bodden continued
her record setting ways vaulting to 9 feel
''She is really working very very hard
and she really likes the e vent," Craft
said."Her hard work is really paying off,
and we are hoping that she can clear 10
iect"

Monday m

Congratulations to
Sigma Kappa's
998 Ex ecutive Board

~arty 's

I

$ 00 Bottles, Drinks and Drafts
1--~~~~~Tltesday

President - Kelly Wieczorek
Vice President - Laura Baumruck
VP Pledge Ed - Starrin Kinser
VP Membership - April Belva
VP Scholarship - Casey Gleason
VP Alum Relations - Jennifer Buttz
Recording Secretary - Ashley Raduege
Treasurer - Andrea Smail
PanHel Delegate - Christine Moore

Informal Rush 1998'

plus 3for I chili dogs
$IM

~~~~~~~~

16oz. Drafts

$ 1 .~
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Bottles

1004 GreekCt.
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Panther track teams dominate Mega Meet
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer
It was a long but successful Saturday afternoon as
the Eastern men's and women's track teams hosted the
Eastern Illinois Mega Meet.
The men's team continued its winning ways, capturing 12 titles in the 12-team field. The Panthers finished 1-2-3 in six events led by Cameron Mabry (6.29
seconds), Chris Watson and Kevin Lindsay in the 55meter dash. Mabry finished .0 l seconds off a provisional qualification for nationals.
Todd Moroney, Jason Bialka and Ryan Boles completed the trifecla in the mile run and Chad White.
Jimmy Sims and Aundra Williams controlled the top
three spots in the 400-meter dash.
"We really performed well right across the board:·
men's coach Tom Akers said. "Every time I turned
around someone was doing something great."
The Panthers also controlled the field events, as
John Davis threw for a personal best 52 feet 3/4 inches. followed by Jason Waldschmidt and Dave
Astauskus in the hammer throw.
Tom Marchese led the way for the Panther pole
vaulters clearing 16 feet 5 inches as Dan Stone and
Tony Heath finished second and third respectively.
Long jumpers Joe Flanigan, Perry Hill and Ruffner
Francis took the top three spots.
Everyone contributed in Eastern's success as Scott
Thompson, Rollie Slama and Ray Helms took three of
the top four spots in the 55-meter hurdles. Justin
Weiss, Rick Walden and Chad Bauer finished first.
third and fifth in the 5000-meter run respectively.
"If we could have performed like this at the
University of lllinois Meet (last Saturday) it would
See DOMINATE page 11

IKUYA KURATA/Photo ednr1
Eastem s John Davis takes one of his hammer throws during the 13-team EIU Mega Meet Saturday.

Basketball teams split games at Southeast Missouri

• I
Panth ers use f1na
Seconds to earn
.
0 VC road Win
By MATI WILSON
Associate sports editor

For the second weekend in a row, the
Panther men's basketball team pulled out a
close victory, this time defeating Southeast
Missouri 81-78 in Cape Girardeau. Mo.
"Our objective on the road is to play
close to get a chance to win," Panther head
coach Rick Samuels said.
With 6 seconds left, Eastern sophomore
forward John Smith connected on a sixfoot jumper and was fouled by Southeast
junior guard David Montgomery. Smith hit
the free-throw to give the Panthers the victory.
Eastern (7-2 in the OVC, 10-7 overall)
won the game even though the team shot
only 37 percent from the field. The Indians
shot 46 percent from the field.

Panther senior guard Rick Kaye, who is

~~~ri~:::~~~~ro;~5n;~~:c;~~~ader in

"We didn't shoot that well; Rick didn't
shoot that well," Samuels said. "Last year
that would have sunk us, but this year we
areabletofightthroughit."
But even with its shooting woes, Eastern
was still able to come away with the victory.
"We defended hard every possession,"
Samuels said. ·•we also outrebounded them
so we got second-chance opportunities. "
Eastern came away with 44 rebounds,
compared to the Indians' 40. Senior guard
Conya Robinson led the Panthers in
rebounding with 10. Also adding to the
rebounding total was junior guard Jack
Owens, who accwnulated six.
With four minutes remaining, Indian
junior guard Kahn Cotton hit a 10-foot
jumper to put Southeast up 71-69. Cotton
then connected on l-of-2 free throws to put
Eastern down by three points.
Owens then scored seven of the next
nine Panther to give Eastern a 78-76 lead.
The Indians were able to tie the game when

See PANTHERS page JO

L d p th
a y an ers
held to 14 poi'nts
in second half

By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Lady Panthers suffered their second defeat in three games Saturday with a
48-41 loss at Southeast Missouri.
The Otahkians outscored Eastern 2714 in the second half, overcoming a sixpoint halftime deficit for the win.
Eastern had built up a six-poinc lead
when Otahkian freshman center Annie
Struve scored with 11 :03 left to play in
the half.
Struve and junior forward/guard
Shauna Cook proceeded to take bites out
of the Lady Panther lead until a running
jumper by Cook put the Otahkians ahead
to stay.
The Lady Panthers failed to score a
basket of any type in the last I l :20 of the

game.
The loss drops Eastern back to .50(
overall with a record of 9-9. In Ohio
Valley Conference play, the loss mov~
the Lady Panthers to 7-3.
Senior center/forward Allison Lee saiS
the team was done in by their own m11·
takes, rather than by anything tbt
Otahkians threw at them.
"We just didn't play very well," she
said. "We didn't do the things we needec
to do. They (Southeast Missouri) came
out doing what we expected. There \H'
no reason we should have lost that game.
"We just didn't play very well at all
We had too man) turnovers, Loo many
mental errors. Bottom line. we just didn't
play well."
Southeast Missouri climbed to 4-6 in
the OVC with the win. 6-11 over all.
Neither side lit up the scoreboard in
this low scoring affair. Southeast Missoun
hit on j'ust 16-of-57 from the floor. 2-ol·
15 from behind the three-point arc. for 2~
percent shooting.
The Lady Panthers were off the mark
all night as well. scoring on just I6-of-5J
See LOSS page I0

Wrestlers remain undefeated with two dual wins at Purdue
By KYLE BAUER
Staff writer
The Panther wrestling team
improved its record to 5-0
Saturday with wins over Brown
University and the University of
Wyoming at the Purdue duals.
Eastern earned its first win of
the day by defeating Brown 24- J9.
The Panthers jumped out to an
early lead behind the strength of
three wins to open up the meet
"Overall we wrestled well,"
Panther head coach Ralph
McCausland said. "Personally I
thought that we had momencum
early on but faded a little at the

end, but anytime
you get six wins
you are doing
good."
Junior Tom
Combes started
things off with a
decision over his
Tim Duggan opponent in the
118-pound
match. Sophomores Kelly Revells
and Dan Pool both earned victories in the next two matches to
give the Panthers the early lead.
The Bears got things rolling in
the 142-pound match when Alex
Ottiano pinned Eastern sophomore
Jason Lawrence. Na ti on a 11 y -

ranked Tivon Abel then defeated
senior Buck')' Randolph by a major
decision in the 158-pound match
to cut the Panthers' lead and gain
back some momentum.
Panther junior Tim Duggan
then came up with a big comefrom-behind win to slow Brown's
momentum.
But Brown was not about to go
down without a fight. The Bears
won the next two matches in convincing fashion. Nate Burroughs
pinned Panther junior Curtis Owen
and Zdravko Divjak followed up
with a decision over Eastern junior
Graham Witt.
The Panthers proved to be too

tough for the Bears. Sophomore
heavyweight Mike Russow
assured a Panther victory with a
pin in the final match.
After defeating Brown, the
Panthers moved on to face .
Wyoming in the second round, but
the story was the same. The
Panthers were too much for the
Cowboys, earning a 33-13 victory
and remaining undefeated in dual
competition.
Eastern again jumped out to an
early lead, scoring two pins in the
first three matches. Combes started off the meet with a pin in the
1J 8- pound match and Pool also
pinned his opponent in the 134-

pound match.
The Panthers continued to roll,
getting wins from Serio. Randolph
and Owen. With the meet alread)
out of reach, Wyoming was forced
to forfeit the last two matches and
ensured another Panther victory.
Duggan had a solid match. bu!
withdrew from the bout because of
an injury. The Panthers alreadi
bad the meet 'Nel1 in hand and
decided to withdraw Duggan
rather than risk further injury.
"I am seeing guys pulling
together and I have been seeing
more and more of that down the
stretch," McCausland said. "Thi1
was a collective team effort."

